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Description
This collection consists of letters, news reports, correspondence, and photographs arranged in two series: I. Correspondence from Richard to Claire Moore and II. Miscellaneous News Reports, Correspondence, and Photographs collected by Richard Moore during his service in Vietnam.
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Biography:

Scope and Content:
This collection consists of letters, news reports, correspondence, and photographs arranged in two series: I. Correspondence from Richard to Claire Moore and II. Miscellaneous News Reports, Correspondence, and Photographs collected by Richard Moore during his service in Vietnam.

The collection has been arranged chronologically; correspondence starts in September 1969 and continues until July 4, 1971. Two letters might be particularly interesting for researchers studying Steven H. Warner, Gettysburg College Class of 1968: a February 15, 1971 letter that mentions Warner’s death and the relationship between Warner and Richard Moore and a June 27, 1971 letter that discusses Warner’s relationship with Gettysburg College. Most of the correspondences are typed letters signed.

The documents located in Series II are in chronological order, where possible. One will find two works authored by Richard Moore and a news report by Warner entitled “The Culvert.”

Series I: Correspondence, Richard to Claire Moore

Folder 1 Letters. 9/3/69-2/28/71, TLS & ALS (copies)

Folder 2 Letters. 3/1/71-7/4/71, TLS & ALS (copies)

Series II: Miscellaneous News Reports, Correspondence & Photographs

Folder 3 Evening News Roundup-12/15/70, 2pp. (copy)
Press Release: “Soldiers devote free time to orphanage”, by R.A. Moore-12/24/70, 7pp. (copy)
News clipping: “Viet Traffic Drives Race Aces Buggy”-no date, 1p. (copy)
Department of the Army, “In-Country Travel Authority”-12/16/70, TD, 2pp. (copy)
News Reports, by R.A. Moore-3/2/71, 5pp. (copy)
Photographs & negatives, 2pp. (original)
Photographs, 24pp. with 2pp. description (copies)
Letter to “Mother & Linda”-6/27/71, TLS, 1p. (copy)
*News Roundup*-2/2-3/71, 2pp. each (copies)
News clippings-no date & 6/14/71, 3pp. (copies)
Article from *Newsweek*-6/21/71, 1p. (copy)
News clipping-“Their ‘story’ could be repeated a dozen times”-no date, 1p. (copy)